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behind the border; (2) further liberalization of FDI including through simplification of
regulations and procedures; (3) improving infrastructure including in urban areas to enhance
manufacturing and services in cities; (4) preparing labor ,".or..", (skills) and markets
(flexibility) for the technological progress that will shape jobs in the years ahead; and (5)
creating an enabling environment for innovation and entrepreneurship to draw the economy
into higher productivity activities.
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I. InrnonucrloN ano Morrv,lrIorl

India's exports have been increasing since the -1990s - both as a share of GDp and as a
share of world exports. Total

exports as a share of world goods
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It is generally accepted that trade
leads to structural transformation
and diversification of economies, but recent literature suggests that the dynamics of

are traded and withlm*
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Specificj transformation and future growth d s + Nto.tu^n H eag
destinati (i i) a zro&*j lq^h4alcontent,

and (i i rts are to (Eco.o,^^Io fuaz'tr
2ot1- 20 ) l i{r(

-ra,,fc 
{ * *"fThis paper breaks new ground in documenting the evolution of India exports along these

dimensions-which are explained further below-and analyzing its implications for future
e xpo rt performa nce, structu ral tra nsf ormation a nd g rowth.
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Dive rsification: Diversif ication. both
export revenues
export basket often suffer from

olexport products and s rn sta
run, with benefits effect in
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from unstable qlobal demand.
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' see Hummels and Klenow (2005); Pham and Martin (20o7): andBrenton Nv"rrfurr", {2oo7) fordiscussion ofthe role of intensive or extensive margtns for export growth.r Dinersification and structural shifts are positively asiociated with per capita income (Gutierrez de pineres andFerrartinq 2000; Hezer and Nowak-Lehmann, 2006; Al-Marhubi, 2000; De Ferranti et at.200l; and Henn et al,2013. 201t.
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Figure 1. India: Exports of Goods and Services
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and Rodrik, 2007, herein referred to as (HHR)). Gooos a orts with high
ty and sophistication contribute more to shra et al,

derpinned notjust by new products and trading
isting products. Producing higher quality

productivity and hasten favora e Henn et al, 2013i(-TtiirO) tf,"
I lnOdudlfO enorrnous income gaps between rich and poor nations are an expression of the vast\

Ar,p^^nqi.Xe differences in productive knowledge amassed by different nations. The Economic Complexity
g*uv*.Xr^ Index (ECI), developed by Hausmann et al (20L1), approximates the productive knowledge in

Cm\d ' a country and helps explain differences in the level of income of countries, and more
\ importantly, it predicts future economic growth.c

fl^o $^llr,4-

trT**

value -with exported goods varying considerably in their eff re growth. First, what
matters for growth is not how much you export b ausmann, Hwang_-,

model of structural transformation in the product space shows
ed comparative advantage are governed by the pattern of

relatedness of products at the global level (Hidalg o et al, 2OO7 ir
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Bleaney and Greenaway, 2001).

oducts and services are heterogeneous in their intrinsic

than to related. The
pattern of relatedness of products exhibits very strong heterogeneity: there are parts of this'product space' that are dense while others are sparse. Countries that are specialized in a
dense part of the product spac€ have an easier time in developing and expanding their
revealed comparative advantage than countries that are specialized in more disconnected
products. For , i t wil l be diff i a resource rich l ike lraq - with

ntrated in oil-to diversify into hi-tech
than a c has

ative ucts.

In what follows, we document the pattern of comparative advantage and capabil it ies by
technological content of exports and quantify diversity, sophistication, quality and

advantage in India's exports basket. Finally, we discuss the main policy implications of our
f ind ings.

'The emerging market comparators used here are Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Hungary, Indonesia,
Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, the Philippines, Poland, Romania, Russia, South Africa, Thailand, Turkey aird
Ukraine.'We use developing countries to referto both emerging markets and low-income countries.

l ike Phil ippines
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The paper:'s main findings can be summarized as follows:

Indian exports h term of products and, in line with other EMs,
the share of dev ies as destinations of Indian exports has
increased over time.

India exports many high quality products, but ther
other EMs in manufacturing quality and complexity.

Given its exports structure, India is well positioned to benefit from the structural changes in
technology and emerging forces of globalization. In the me

ities,India could also benefit by both
satisfy large domestic demand and producing goods

in addition to building automobile components,

a
il
a

i
-
i

for

hig h-q ua lity export-orie , in services, India has
uter services export

a For more complex exports,
leverage existing information networks, technology, and financial channels. Ongoing
transformation would help growth over the medium-term through reallocation of resources
to more productive sectors and by productivity gains in specialized sectors.

tse

trade i transfer of know-how, and ies from adv
economtes
However, to realize these benefits, India to continue

)wu"a

high relative to its comparator
ng an enabling environment for

investments,  and h igher  spending on har
expansion. Furthermore, encour

ex

also + r.ASf.4Ess and int informal sector

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 examines the evolution of Indian
exports in terms of its composition, direction, and pattern of diversification. Section 3
documents the transformation of India's exports using measures such as quality,
sophistication, and complexity. Section 4 presents the future implications of the evolution of
Indian exports. Section 5 summarizes key findings and identifies policy priorities.

hnical  innovat ions bv smal l -  and medium
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Increasing the share of manufacturing, particularly
to new destinations; andfurther diversifying

b
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t 4fa *c t : \!'\y.anufacturing and service exports remain key policy priorities.' 
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q FIb, &l$'v A. The Composition of India's tr.rnorr

The evolution of Indian
evolution points to Indian

nced services secto noloqy and
relativel
products.

Typically, as a non-resource rich
and resource-based ex and

share of

evolutionary pattern,

where the relative importance of seruices in total exports
pe 3. On the other hand, the share of
goods export in India is low and has declined to 67
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A. The Composition of India's Export Basket
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1331;lil].1;:i_",::,:lll I_1_"y"],oins countries rras bleen hisher than in advanced
ff :: :ff ? 3i"l'l:: :':y -1: : "' s e rvi cls ""; ; ;;;; ;;;';'; 'J #lJ, :11il:;exports in EMs. However, in India,
(Figure 3), r
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ls, exports appear to have

hin manufacturing) or. - . , , . . , , , s . q , q r r u r r r 9 ,  u l  t h e y
t least vis-i-vis other poor countries) (see

ff llff ::1,11-;: ;;;"x':i:::'"" """" ;; ; ; ; ;'t', #; ;;ilffi::'fi ",ron, re constraints asier to move

The Evolution of Goods Exports

y::::1*:j::::,,:.::T::TTi:'in the rast decade have seen marked increases in theshare of 6s;1sf36'.rri in total exports. For
accounted

c h * o " ̂ 30-95.
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' we use deveroping countriesJo,refur to both emerging market' and row_income countries." For the definrtion of primary and resource uasea prloucts, see La, et ar., 2005 and Latt, 2000.
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In terms of technological content,T t
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dia is no exce there is a clear
away from traditional exports, such as textiles, and leather

meotum-Iecn manutac suc!:1s engineering goods. However, the
medium-tech manufacturing exports in to exports is

(Figure 5). The relative share of
has been inc

Manufactured machinerv
accounts for almost 10 percent of India's merchand while textile and garments
account for more than 15 percent. The main contribution of this work is to comprehensively
document Indian exports, which has not been done in the past decade. Also, recently
developed methodologies are used to analyze the evolution of exports to study its
implications for future growth and trade.

BOX. What Products Did India Export in 2013?

A tree map of India's gross export shows that resource-based products - refined petroleum oil, cotton, jewelry of precious
metals, and rice - constitute major exports from India (Figure 6). Appendix Panel I presents a selection of the top exports
from lndia, classified according to their technological intensity. Within low-tech manufacturing exports,jewelry, textile and
apparel based exports a]e a major chunk of Indian exports. Within medium-tech manufacturing, the automotive industry
dominates the basket with machinery, various motor vehicle intermediary inputs for cars, biket construction, mining
equiPment and cosmetics making up the major chunk- ln the high technology export basket, veterinary and pharmaceutical
products, television, telecommunication trans;stors, aircraft components, X-ray equipment and electronic R&D in electro-
medical, power and automotive industry are key elements of the export basket. Based on Leamer,s classification (see
Leamer, 1984),), diamonds, iron ore, steel, chemicals, tires and refined petroleum products are the key resource based
exports from India. However, capital intensive manufactured goods like plastic and iron ore derivatives and equipment
building products are also impo(ant (Appendix Panel II) The charts also highlights relativety tast manufacturing export
growth in lndia compared to its peers

Sources: Atlos of Economic Complexity, Hosumonn, Hidolgo et aI 2014.

Note: fhe chort Dresents detoils tetms) from lndia ot HS4

Figure 5. What Did India Exports in z,tn

' 
See appendix for the definition o{ the technical content of exports
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The Evolution of Service Exports

&src4 )€ I lT gin the last decade has been attrib .tT€.sIn

referred to as the 3Ts
productivity and tradability of services (Ghani and Kharas, 2010). These adVancements have
also qualitatively changed services exports - repd

ire face- can be stored and traded di . We define these
servtces Modern services are the fastest growing sector of the global
economy, wlth the share of rnodern services export in total services export growinq in
almost every country. In India, modern services exports account for nearly 70 percent of the
total commercial services exports (compared to around 35 percent in EMs) and have been

this respect, Indian services exports mix
resembles that of Ireland (App

Over time, the importance of

from totaf Finance, travel,
sea transport (freight), and several business services such as legal, accounting, manqgement,
publtc relations, architecture, engineering and technical services account for the remaining

e export basket. However, India's se
that it involves various skil l  levels: while

market share of certain other services are increasing, in particular of research and
development, franchising, and service exchange between affil iate enterprises (Appendix
Panel IV).

8 Formally, we define modem services as comprising: finance; computer and information; royalties and license
feet and other business seryices. Traditional services conrprise: communications; insurance; transportation; travel;
construction; and personal, cultural and recreational services. Throughout, we focus on commercial seryice
exports. and exclude government services.
' See Mrshra (2015) for details on service trade statistics using IMF Balance of payments BpMS and BpM6-

P
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The share of exports to
p

ns (Appendix PanelV). Exports from lndia to the Middle East have grown rapidly in
the last decade, though some of these exports may be re-routed to other countries (in
particular to P but the share remains
small. lo Si share

Nl\ '} ano t\onn Hrrtca has grown over 5 percentage points over the last decade to over 20
;e export. Similarly, Emerqinq Asia also accounts for;e export. Similarly, Emerging Asia also accounts for a
trade to almost 20 percent (Appendix Panel VI).

'ersification of fndia's Exports

The evolution of Indian export diversification is in

a "U" shape curye. We use

of Indian exports. India has increasinqly diversified the last
three decades (Figure 8). Similarly,

t0 Growing bi-lateral trade relations between Brazil Mexico and India might
Latin America in the near future.

- \ /  
; . - - ."

a clear trend of qrowinq South-South trade

foster higher volumes of exports in
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A. The Quality of Indian Exports

In this section, we examine the compare them
to its peen. Quality m r firms to be successful in

et al, 20

2004). Natural
resources tend to have lower potential for quality upgrading than agricultural products or
manufactures; the latter has the hi
al, 2013; 2015).

rts from India with peer-EMs rts
of better quality than peer-EMs; however,

goods, India does not fare as well when compared to its peers.

The mean product quality has been steadily increasing over the last few decades. Appendix
Panel IX - A plots the export quality of Indian products at the 4-digit level in 1990 and 2010.
with most products above the 45-degree line implying that quality has increased over the
last two decades. 'Ihe 

other panels provide further details on overall and product specific
quality trends of India's exports.

Figure 9. Quatity 
"f 
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B. The Sophistication of Indian Exports

export basket. This measure is significantly positively associated with subsequent economic

countries with oods. They conclude that it is not the amount of
of exports that matters for growth

the global market. Moreover, diversification is im

exports, but the
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Ported bv nch countripc arp re

1 ?

and future export performance. Extending this framework, Anand et al (2012), and Mishra et
al (2011) have shown that g

As part of theirnJpq t rL l  Lneu  ana l ys t s ,  HHKoe@?

ng products and sr

. E_1PY l"Sgq
u2 { Bou'tr<g

,> l
rncome economies (and viewed as relatively more sophistic lN" Plb 

-
eConomies  / tnd  r r io r r ra r l  re  ra l r+ i . , ^ l , ,  l ^ - -  - ^^L l - r : - - r -  i \  r l  +  t  -  Y .^U,economies (and viewed as relatively less sophisticated).lr 

_jr# 
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rdix PanelX). rn earty 1990s, tt 
' 

o* wh loltt4lauQ
sophistication of Indian services export basket was similar to other countries at its income U U I

htrdolA
**.rtg

and information services - service with the highest productivity has been steadily increasing,
almost composing half of India's commercial service export uaslet. This has resulted in a

capital income, India is a crear outrier in terms of the sophisi.l,itill; iJ[tJtJ:]:H;,

In contrast, the . Overall India's
the average sophistication level of

it is ower than
sophistication of the manufacturing exports tre has increased over
time, but remains below the average sophistication level of the rest of Asia.

C. Complexity of fndian Exports

A new indicator calle eveloped by Hausmann et al Ct
(2011) and Simoes and Hidatgo (2011),

a holistic
measure that captures a country,s ECI combines
metrics of th roducts.Countries that possess
more knowledge have what it takes f In other
words' the amount of embqdd ry has is gxpressed in its productive

f-r

f,da
g tert ${n'It@Hh^

t i
et
oly

,t^J^i$
lrda,u'q' 

Aw^otto$Z

rr See Appendix for details
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12 See Hausmann et al (2011) for details' A higher index-suggests that a country ls ca
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becoming important. specializing in some of these activities may have stronger backward

:li::,y::iJil:_s "'.,o,,he rest.of the economy. D iversity ; ril;; ;;;#ffi ;;"
,;;ffii;"'#;;;;;2015 for details), averaqe ciivei.sitv a

(explained in ttre actiiiiipariyi
r n r r n * r i ^ .  ^ , , - ^ a : - -  - - - - rcountries exporting exclusive services. This is a reflection of the fact that high-valuecomputer exports make up the majority of India's service exports. s., ;";i;*gi ,nair,,service exports are of high-value, they are much less diversiiied.

Figure 11. Quantifying countrier' s.-i." g.o,ro-ii co-ffity
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space remain

that India is well placed to
income marginal and
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To study the potential of Indian exports, we proceed as follows: first, we calculate the
Next, drawing upon product space

analysis, we rank products and services according to their in
This provides an indication about products, whose

development could increase the income of Indian exports. Finally, we also explore
ts that are easi
exports are connected to products with

en India stands to gain by trying to move to those products.

A. Analysis of Revealed Comparative Advantage of Indian Exports

In this subsection we calculate the revealed compal of India's exoorts.
RCA, a concept first develooed bv Balassa (1965

A country is said to have a
revealed comparative advantage in a particular export when
country's total is larqer than the share of that I
an KLA greater classified into four
main cateoori A "classic"
product is defined as a in which India
s ds.ls In other words, the share of that product in India's total goods exports

la See Appendix for details.
Is Please note that for measures of trends in comparative advantage of serviceg we use the time period of 2000-
02 and 2008-11.

r n a
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exceeded the share of that cross-border exports bo
the end of the
had an RCA.'

Classic Products

Classic in which India has demonstrated consistent and long-run
RCA ic products include some
key such as gems and etc. The

rage income level associated isIL,734, which is relatively low.
However, out of the 129 classic products, 38 product lines are income enhancing (PRODY
greaterthan EXPY).

Disappearing Products

Disappearing products - export produ ccount for
ket. The average income level associated with

disappearing products is approximately L2,225, marginally higher than the average income
level associated the classic exports.

Emerging Products

Emerging products - export products in which India has gained RCA in recent times -

08 January 2O2O

account for a number of
cts is small, these products are of hi

ut of the 37 emerging ts, 40 percent of them are income enhancing,

Marginal Products

Marginal Products - export products in which I
e up slightly over 25 percent of export bask

India's ma ts
increasinq the Out of the 573

a

Io K

?(
1.7

f Lfr;
3e

o"4'
I lrJr/-rj

lh wP*'I&
tl#t*u

marginal to India's exports, income enhancino and

& y . \ e
Finally, we plot the summary export charts for resources, manufacturing and service exports
for India comparing it to its peers (Figure 12). India's comparative advantage in exports is
\ .
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B. Product Space Analysis of IndiaExports

a Dassive consecuence

h 

. However, there is a
process is much more complex.r6 This is based on the idea that roduct requires h
specific which are relativelv easilv redeploved to To
analyze devel-pmeni and structural transformation from this perspective, lgo et al.
(2OO7) have developed a new analytical tool called the product spoce.

t a term used to roducts.

institutional and inf rastructure
a measure The concept of proximity formalizes the

[!ity of a country to produce a
The underlying ideas is that the production (and export) of

different products req uires as human or
r example, the capabil

required to successfully export pineapples are very different from required to export
iPads. What differentiates these capabil it ies is that some of them can be easily redeployed

into of many other products; that i
there are many other products that are "far away" from

other products. One example is the case of natural resources such as oil, which requires very
specific capabil it ies that This notion of proximity between two
products is measured

be

The collection of all proximitieS'is a network connecting pairs of products that are

significantly l ikely to
proximity matrix can be considered a complex network, where each product

represents a node in the network while the edges between them and their intensities are
denoted by,th ts.

tt uHR i20071 argue that While fundamentals play an important role, they do not uniquely pin down what a
country will produce and export. Furthermore, they show that not all good are alike in terms of their
consequences for economic performance. Specializing in some products will bring higher growth than
specia[izing in others. Hausmann and Klinger (2006) and Hidalgo et al. (2007) show that it is much easier to
produce a good that is "simila/'to an already produced good.

17 We take the conditional probability of exporting a product or a service given that you export a different
product or service. See appendix for details.

I

'
t
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untries are much
more likely to move to products that have a higher density, meaning they are closer to their
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transformation a much easier process ber
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that is, these products

associated with them, as measured by pRODys,
while products on the peri

so, there is a rich region of the product space, composed of machinery, metal

tt Hausmann & Klinger (2006) show that this measure of density is indeed a highly significant in predicting how a
country's productive structure will shift over time: countries are much more likety io move to products thai have a
higher density, or are closer to their current production.
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products, chemical and capital intensive goods, and a poor,
To one side lies an electronics cluster; to another side

there is an apparel cluster. Disconnected from it and closer to the central cluster is the textile
cluster. The rest of the product space is quite barren.

We use the product space network to study the evolution of India's productive structure, by
observing the location of products in which India has revealed comparative advantage (RCA
> 1-, defined earlier) in two different time periods. Figure 13 presents India's product space
network map of merchandise exports in L995 and 2012.

Moreover, as discussed above, the network exhibits

'l-*.*
re. Over time exports of apparels and textiles have lead to comparative

advantages in related products such as fabrics, leather, fashion, garment technology exports
(green nodes). Similarly other sources of comparative advantage can be traced in lndian
manufacturing through diversifying into

lue nodes) and
Panel XI depicts the

product space of Germany, a country known for its design and engineering intensive
manufacturing exports.
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C. The Income Enhancing Potential of Indian Exports

Having classified Indian exports into various categories, using the concept of RCA, and
product space anaiysis of lrrdian exportt we examine the income enhancing potential of

Products with
goods in t more than the coun

a crease the i e or EXPY of the export
Defined

op income enhancing exports by their RCA categories -
disappearing, emerging, and classic products. Products are color coded to represent the
technologica I intensity. (A p pend ix Panel )OD.

Indian exports categorized into four categories (based on RCA) with the path, densities, and
PRODYs associated with them are summarized in Table 1. The same information for services
is summarized in Table 2. The products are ranked in the descending order of their share in
the overall export basket.

than that ?SslY > Et

EB

Indian exports. We use the
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We show graphically how this product space looks from the point of view of India exports.
Each of these products ha ir

The x-axis is the i

The horizontal line drawn is where Ihe PRODY of the good equals the FXpy of the
country or region. Products below that line are less sophisticated than the country's export
basket as a whole.

First we plot only those products in which

p right corner of the chart). This is particularly promising given that it
would help India move to higher productivity products which are closer to these newlv
acquired products. This also unlocks ies for other firms and entrepreneurs to more

i ly latch onto the know-how and the

rs and firms can diversify into.
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. Next we products (Appendlr panelXIV). Fro

en of high income potentiat. The more
sophisticated products with higher incomJ r away the current
structure of production. Panel B shows the same for services exports. It shows that over time
capabilities to move into income enhancing services has become easier, but the ability to
develop comparative advantage in exporting services is rather more difficult.

V. TIrn Wny Fonw.qnu

Based on our analysis, we see that India is well positioned to benefit from these structural
changes in the export basket it has good potential to expanding exports to new areas,
increasing the share of manufacturing, increasing sophisiication of goods and services, and
diversifying into income enhancing exports.

' Flgure 14. Product Space Anatysls
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A. What Needs to be Done?

Our analysis of Indian exports suggests:

India could benefit by increasing the value and quality of manufacturing
exports, especially of high-tech and medium-tech goods. Although manufacturing
exports have increased, there is still room for India to catch up with comparator EMs,
which could also address employment needs in the medium term. However, there is
likely to be much less scope for India to make major gains in low-skill or low-tech
products because it is likely to face an incumbency disadvantage relative to China
and other low-cost producers in Asia. Building on emerging products with high
income potential (accounting for 40 percent of total emerging products in India), and
developing a strategy to re-discover relative comparative advantage in disappearing
products could bolster Indian exports earning and income. Similarly, diversifying into
a large number of income enhancing marginal products such as aircraft, machinery,
motorvehicles - passenger and transport, auto parts, rail construction, and
heterocyclic compounds could enhance the income potential of Indian exports.
Furthermore, increasing sophistication and diversification of manufacturing exports
would result in productivity and reallocation gains similar to the one witnessed in the
services sector.

Even though Indian service exPorts are sophisticoted, India can benefit from
overall diversificatlon and uniqueness of service activities. The distinctiveness of
India's service exports is well established, but there is still scope to diversify on the
extensive margin of tradable services. Several services underpin the modern
manufacturing supply chain.India should build upon its comparative advantage in
high value services to discover niches in other critical service that will feed into
successful operation of manufacturing supply chain networks, leading the tradability
of services towards faster productivity convergence. India's emerging comparative
advantage in Research and Development Services is comparable to that of Australia,
and other advanced economies like Germany, France, or the United States. This is
evident through various fields in bio-informatics, aerospace, pharmaceuticals,
management, chemical or mechanical engineering. Design based systems for services
across industrial engineering or information technology are fundamental to the next
production frontier. High exports sophistication, particularly of services, is likely to
support growth (Anand et al., 2012).India's comparative advantage in R&D services
with an ecosystem of risk-based capital to entrepreneurs would play an important
role for future developments. ln particular, the role of banking and financial sector to
incentivize inventions and facilitate young firms to scale across world markets would
be critical.

Divercifying into products and senrices thot are of higher quolityr, high income
potential and central in the world nettrork will be essentiol to amass new
sources of comparative advantage. The quality of Indian exports has been
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increasing over time, but remains well below global frontier' Indian exports have

several emerging products with high income enhancing potential and should be easy

to diversifo into (being closely connected to existing exported produc's)' The study

shows that tne capabilities exists in several niche sectors that can leveraged for

driving higher volume and value of exported activities'

. Going forword, lndia could also benefit from realizing exports with new regions'

Indianexportsaremorediversi f ied,bothgeographica| |yandproduct-wise,than
those of comparator countries-in particular, they are less dependent on advanced

economies than most of emerging Asia. still, the potential to diversify destinations

further is substantial.Increasing trade complementarily of Indian exports with East

Asia (17 percent in L990 to 32 percent in 2008) suggests that the potential for

greater trade with East Asia is high (World Bank, 2010).1e Similarly, the potential to

expand trade with south Asian countries is large. The Research and Information

SystemforDevelopingCountr ies(RIS)hasest imatedthatthepotent ialof intra.South
Asiatradeisabout$40bi l l ion,fourt imestheexist ingformaltrade(RIS'20O8)'Using
agravi tymodel,PrabirDe(201.0)hasshownthatthepotent ia| forexpansionof
India's trade is highest with countries such as china and AsEAN-6, and that India's

exports have remained largely unrealized with other parts of the world (central Asia'

Eastern Europe, Latin America, and Africa)'

In the medium term, the structural transformation in production and exports should benefit

India through reallocation of resources and catch up in productivity' The productivity 9ap

between agriculture and other sectors in India is high. As agriculture still accounts for 52

dty levels are so low, there is significant

agricultural productivity improvements' Quality
: larger than previously believed, and they may

20L3).In addition, by freeing up resources, this

rm relatively low to high productivity sectors'

Because the employment share of agriculture is very large Moreover, lndia lags comparator

EM's in TFP levels and is far behind the frontier in productivity levels if all sectors' As noted

by Dabla-Norris and Kochhar (2013), the good news is that there is significant scope for

citch up growth in India in all major sectors of the economy'

B.HowtoAchieveitMedium.TermPo|icyPrior i t ies

India stands well-positioned to benefit from its current exports and production structure'

However, to realize the benefits, in addition to ensuring macroeconomic and financial

stability, India will need to continue liberalizing trade and forging greater trade integration'

19 See World Bank, 2010 for the definition and construction of Trade Complementarity tndex' Higher index

values irrdicate more favorable prospects for a successful trade agreement between countrles'

28
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Also. greater investment in infrastructurJ, skills especially to move up the quality and

sophisticated ladder, and labor and land reforms are needed to bolster competitiveness.

Some of these measures are already underway under the "Make in India" program, which

includes major new initiatives designec! to facilitate investment, foster innovation, protect

intellectual property, and build best-in-class manufacturing infrastructure.

1. Reducing Trade Barriers and Fostering Integration:

Trade reforms will be necessary to expond trade and to realke trade with new

regions. The key reform areas include: 1) reducing trade restrictiveness; and 2)

improving trade facilitation. A recent study by the World Bank shows that India's

Overall Trade Restrictiveness Index, which is the restrictiveness of tariffs which is

higher for any given tariff if demand is elastic. Compared to other G20 economies

restrictiveness in goods and service imports are high. Reducing trade restrictiveness

further will help export performance (Joshi et al., 2005). Improving trade facilitation -

broadly defined as the set of policies aiming at reducing export and import costs -

will be important for realizing higher trade potential (Portugal-Perez et al.' 2010).

Hoekman et al., 2011, have found that a 10 percent reduction in the cost associated

with importing (exporting) would increase imports (exports) by about 5 percent. Also,

India scores much below China, Brazil, South Africa and other comparator Asian

economies on the Overall Logistic Performance Index of the World Bank.20 Modi and

Subramanian ,2OL5, argue that exemptions in the countervailing duties levied on

imports are undermining Indian manufacturing and the "Make in India" initiative.

India scores particularly low on efficienry of customs clearance, quality of trade, and

transport-related infrastructure. According to Broadman,2007, a L0 percent

improvement in export custom procedures would enhance merchandise export
performance by 15 percent and manufacturing export performance by 17 percent.

Furthermore, India seems to be extremely restrictive in different modes of supply for

services (see Mattoo et al, 2013).

Fostertng regional trude integrdtion will reduce trading costs, help in

integrating with the rest of the world, ond improve competitiveness. Regional

trade integration would reduce real trade costs and behind-the-border barriers in the

region (Pomfret and Sourdin 2009), essential for integration with the rest of the

world. Integrated South Asian markets would improve the scale economies of

domestic firms, both in manufacturing and services, which in turn would allow them

t The Lrgistics Performance Index overall score reflects perceptions of a country's logistics based on efficiency of

customs clearance process, quality of trade- and transport-related infrastructure, ease of arranging competitively

prked shipmentt quality of logistics services, ability to track and trace consignments, and frequency with which

shipments reach the consignee within the scheduled time. The index ranges from I to 5, with a higher score

representing better performance.
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in intricatJsupply chains in the world market. There is some evidence that successful

integration and upgrading in GVCs can underpin development success, with data

showing that countries that participate more in GVCs are richer. and that those that

integrate more rapidly grow faster (wortd Trade Report ,2014). Also, technology and

knowledge transfers have been shown to be higher across countries linked through

GVCs (piermartini and Rubinova ,2014). Countries with more favorable domestic

business environment have been found to be more integrated into GVC, while

infrastructure and customs barriers are found to be major obstacles to GVC

integration (World Trade Report,2OI4). Similarly, tariffs on intermediate goods have

a significant negative effect on GVC participation (lMF, 2015a). Trade facilitation

measures could reduce the cost of trading times and improve the predictability of

trade. Firms combine the comparative advantages of geographic locations with their

own resources and competencies to maximize their competitive advantage

(Muddmbi, 2o0s). A common pattern rs the "smile" of value creation in which

companies break up the location of high value-added and low value-added

activities. To reap the benefits of these trends in GVC's, even developing economies

where manufacturing stil l looms large must develop state-of-the-art services. Such

services are needed for manufacturing firms to connect to global value chains and

develop competitiveness in more skitl-intensive activities along the value chain' Some

countries may be able to use their comparative advantage in labor costs to become

exporters of some intermediate or final service products (see Loungani and Mishra,

20i.4). policies can foster cooperation between firms in clusters, and between firms

and universities to enable and prepare communities across India to export'

2. Liberatize Foreign Direct Investment Regime:

Greater focus on FDI to boost exports and enhance productivity. Liberalizing FDI regime

and proceSses would enhance export competitiveness by lowering production costs and

boost exports performance. There has been significant progress in liberalizing FDI regime in

the recent years; however, FDI inflows have not picked up substantially. There is ample scope

to simplify procedures, improve business environment, and expedite regulatory and other

clearances at all levels to translate greater liberalization into higher inflows' Higher FDI

would also increase exports through capacity increasing effects and through spillover effects

such as increasing competition in the domestic market flacovone et al., 2011) and transfer of

knowledge. Higher FDI tends to increase the quality of exports in developing countries

(Harding and Javorcik, 20L2). Furthermore, FDI spurs domestic investment by lowering the

costs of adopting new technologies (Borenszstein et al., 1998).22 A study of Indian ff firms

22 Follo*ing the entry of Walmex (the Mexican affiliate of Walmart), local retailers started to adopt advanced

technologies, such as cold chain.
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has found that the probability of exporting and the volume of exports are higher for firmsreceiving FDI' In addition, there is a spillover effect of FDI to non-recipient firms as theirprobability of expoiiing also inci.ease (i(emme et al., 2009).

3. Improvelnfrastructure planning:

lnvestments to improve export-related infrastructure and to boost industrialproduction are vitat for realizing exports potential. Structural reforms are needed toremove supply bottlenecks to strengthen exports.?3 Constraints, particularly in energy andmining, have prevented Indian exports to benefit from the ,"."nt rp"" depreciation (seeIMF, 2015b).lnvestments in improving inland rr
warehousing and cold storage facilities, impr<
consignments are needed.2a Investments will
to support export expansion, which in turn wi
developing infrastructure, and deepening fina
reducing economic policy uncertainty will bo<
2010, have shown that investment in physicar infrastructrr" 

"na 
,".

improve the business environment lead to higher exports p".rorrun.". Mohan and Kapur(2015) also emphasize the importance of land reforms, especially in uroan areas. They notethat there has been a "traditionar prejudice,, through urban rand ceirings and otherregulations, against the location of industries in cities, where skilled labor is more likely to beavailable'The size of mega cities like Delhi (over 20 million), Mumbai (over 20million),Kolkata (over 15 million) and Bangalore (over 10 million) are unprecedented. There are over54 other cities in India with over a million people. The trend is expected to continue over thenext two decades at least. Recent studies have shown that informational networks in citiesattract a large proportion of high ability workers making them attractive place to live andproductivity centers (see Venables,2OI4). Central and sub_national policy making mustutilize the best international resources to solve supply chain congestion and bottlenecks toplan for long term efficiency.

4. Develop Skills and liberalize Labor Markets:

Building human capitaf and riberarizing rabor market to increase varue, quatity, andincome potential of lndian exports. Much has been written uuorit,. need for quicklyupgrading skills in India, as well as the problems caused by labor market restrictions. First onskills, chandra (2015) notes that manufacturing in India faies twin pioblems-those who areavailable for employment in manufacturing do not have the necessary skills and those whodo have skills are typically less willing to work in manufacturing. He notes therefore thatthere is a need to prepare the row-skiiled workers to become ,,industriar persons,, byproviding training in manufacturing and behavioral skills. And that the already skilled

' !

;; :ee 
IMF staff report 2013 and 2Ot4lor the details oI srructurat reforms- see Mohan and Kapur (2015)
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workers need to be attracted into manufacturing by focusing on innovation to lnd ia
toward the technology frontier. He stresses the need for policy initiatives that integrdTE-
skilling efforts and manufacturing policy, as well as those that integrate Indian firms into
global and regional production networks. The creation of a new ministry exclusively for skill
development and entrepreneurship - with a mandate to skill 500 million people by 2020 and

to create an ecosystem to encourage entrepreneurship - is encouraging. Similarly, recently
announced social safety net for workers in the informal sector is a welcome step.

Tuming next to labor market reforms, firm level evidence from many countries indicates that

industries with more stringent employment protection tend to exhibit lower productivity
growth. Also country experiences suggest that such protection can slow down job creation
in global value chains, causing countries to miss out on agglomeration effects and
knowledge spillovers. Also, evidence suggest not surprisingly-that countries with more
flexible labor markets experience greater structural change as resources are able to flow
more freely across sectors and firms, Labor law reforms would be necessary to realize
efficiency and productivity gains in manufacturing (Dabla-Norris et al., 2013; Krishna and
Mitra, 1998).IMF, 2014 has shown that easing product and labor market restrictions will
boost India's competitiveness and bolster exports performance.

5. Environment for Innovation and Entrepreneurship:

New technology and cultural inventions from India would shape the wave of economic
growth. Most Fortune 500 companies have strong presence in high end technology and
R&D services across a variety of operations including finance, computers, pharmaceutical or
defense. Policy can help improve legal framework and enforcement ability for starting new
businesses for exports. It is important to address local political uncertainties associated with
investment across locations in India. The transformative role of entrepreneurs to use
technology for innovations in agriculture and sources of green and renewable energy would
be key. If harnessed propedy, India's strength lies in its massive market size and human
potential. Breakthrough home grown exportable innovations in finance, marketing and
technology would help bring inclusive growth. The opportunities for entrepreneurs to bring
business solutions for transition from low productivity to tradable niche activities are
immense. For example, California with a population barely 3 percent of India has the GDP
which is very similar to India's.It is driven by a pocket of few concentrated yet uniquely
specialized hubs of exports within California. Similar clusters with unique new inventions
could be a source of growth engine in India too, and would require an enabling environment
for openness and creative inventions in India. This could help move faster towards
convergence.


